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A graph is said ~t, be k +variegated if its vertex set can be partiti,.mcd into k equal parts such 
tllat each vertex i~ adjaecn! to exactly one vertex fi'om every other p;ll'l nt)l containing it. 
Bednarek and San¢lers [1] posed the problem of chara.~crizing k-xaricguted graphs. V.N. 
Bhat-N~Lvak. S.A. Choudum and R.N. Naik [2] g~we the., charaeter1,'ufion t,l' 2-varicg~lted 
graphs. In this paper we characterize k-varicg',ltcd graph,, for k " 3. 
1. Introdaction 
All graphs considered here are sirnple graphs. V.N. Bhat-Nayak, S.A. 
Choudum and R.N. Naik [2] ~haracterizcd 2-variegated and 3-variegated graphs 
as follows. 
Theorem 1 (V.N. Bhat-Nayak, S.A. Choudum and R.N. Naik). A graph G of 
order 2n is 2-cariegated if and only if there exists a set S of n independent edges in 
G such that no cycle in G contains an odd number of edges from S. 
Theorem 2 (V.N. Bhat-Nayak, S.A. Choudum and R.N. Naik). A graph G of 
order 3n is 3-variegated if and only if there exist three mutually disjoint sets 
$1, $2. S3 o]" independent edges called special edges, ]S~i = [S2j = ]S,I = n. such that 
the following holds: 
(1) Through every z2crtex there art, precisely two special edges. 
(2) /f e = uv is an edge of G that is not a special edge aPul if the two special edges 
through u hehmg to Sp, S,~ the special edges through v also belong to St,, S,c 
(3) I fe  = uv i:; a special edge of (7. and if e c St, then the other special edges 
through u and v behmg to S,, and S. p~ q. p~ r. q~ r, 
We characterize k-variegated graphs, for k ~ 3 on the sarne lines as Theorem 2 
above. We precisely prove the following. 
2. Characterization of k-variegated graphs, k :~ 3 
Theorem. A graph G . f  order kn is l<-varieguted if and only i( thvre exist (;~) 
mutually disjoint sets. called special parallel sets, S~ . . . . .  S,,~ of indeperldent edge.~. 
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called special edges with IS~I = n for p = 1 . . . . .  (~), such that ttue fol lowing holds: 
(1) Through every vertex there are precisely k -  1 special edges. 
(2) I[ e = uv is an edge of G that is not a special edge and if the k - 1 special 
edges through u belong to S~,,, . . . .  St,, , then the s!recial edge~ through v also belong 
to s ,  . . . . . .  s,~ , .  
(3) l.f e = uv is a special edge of G and if e ~ S~,, then the other special edges 
through u and v belong to S~. . . . .  S~,~, and S,~,. . . . .  S~_. where p~ . . . . .  Pt- , ,  
q~ . . . . .  qt_,  am all distinct. 
(4) For every special paral'el set S,~ = (,:~b~ . . . . .  a,,b,,) there exists a partition o1" 
(a~. az, . . . , a,, b~ . . . . .  b,,) into ,'wo sets of equal cardinality say "I'~, "I'~ s~,ch that all 
vertices o[ T~, have special edges belonging to the same k - 1 specit~i l~arallel sets for 
p= 1.2. 
Proot. We will say that two vertices u. c of G have a common special parallel set 
if they both have a special edge each belor~ging to that special parallel set. 
We prove the necessity of lhe condit ion first. Let G be a k-var iegated graph of 
order kn with V(G)  = X~ U • • • U Xk as a k-~ ~riegation. Let S~, --- Sx~x~ be the set 
of n independent  edges joining a vertex of X~, to a vertex of X~ for I ~< p < q <~ k. 
Then clearly S~, 1 <~p<q~ k satisfies condit ions (1). (2), (3), (4). 
Fo~ sufficiency we suppose that G is a graph of o:':.er kn such that there exist 
mutually disjoint sets S~. 1 ~ p < q ~< k such that hey satisfy all the four condi- 
tions of the hypothesis. We then show that G is k-variegated. 
Let S~2=(a~taz~ . . . . .  al,,a2,,). By condit ion (4~, without ~oss of generality we 
assume that (a~,)p_] ....... have all common special parallel sets S~_, S~3 . . . . .  S~k 
and (a h,),._ j ...... have all common special Farallel sets. Next we Lore that none of 
a~,a~,, a~,aa, ~ or a,.t,a2, ~ (p~q)  can be a special edge. F.,r, let if possible a~,a,,~ 
(p~ q) be a special edge of G. be!onging to the special parallel set. say S ..... then 
obviously S,,,,~ S~2 and thus S]~. S.,, are at least two common special parallel sets 
for o ~,, and a,,~, a contradict ion to condit ion (3). Similarly we can show that a~r,a~, ~ 
or az~,a2,~ (py~q) cannot be a special edge of G. Now, let S ,~= 
(a~a3~ . . . . .  a~.a3.). Then a3p ~ tliq, a2r as is seen above for any 1 ~<q, r~ < n. This 
holds for every p = I . . . . .  n. Next we note that by condit ion (4) there exists a 
partition of (al~ . . . . .  a~,~, a~ . . . . .  a3,) into two equal parts such that vertices of 
every part have all common sp~:cial parallel sets. By our assumption (a~,)~,~ ....... 
have all common special parallel sets. 14.nee if these are also the special parallel 
sets for some a~,~ then we arrive at a contradiction to condit ion (3). Therefore 
(a~,)~,~ ...... and (a31,)p= ] ...... is the partit ion of (a~ . . . . .  a~,,, a3~ . . . . .  a3,,) into two 
reqaired parts. Again as before it can be seen that none of ~ ~,a:~,~, a3oa3, ( l f f  q) is 
a special edge of G. Hence S~ ~ (a~a~ . . . . .  at~a.~,,) where a~,(: a~,~. a2,,,, a3~ for 
any I<~q,m,r~n.  This holds for p=l  . . . . .  n and so on. Thus we get Sq ,= 
(atta~,t . . . . .  a~,,a~,,,) where all of a~t , . . . ,a~, ,  . . . . .  a~,~ . . . . .  a~,,, are distinct for 
p=2 . . . . .  k. 
Now let V(G) = Xt U • • • U X~ where X,  = (a~ . . . . .  at,,,) for p = 1 . . . . .  k. fhen 
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we show that this l::.artition gives a k-variegation of G. We have already seen tl,at 
the n vertices belonging to Xp = (am)~= 1 ...... have the same k--1 special par,~diel 
sets and also that none of apqapr is a special edge of G for p = 1 . . . . .  k. Thus it 
follows that if amar,,, is a special edge belonging to some special parallel set Sb, 
then the other n -  1 special edges belonging to Sb~ are of the type a~a,o where 
ce,/3 ~ (1 . . . . .  n). Next we note that every vertex of Xp is adjacent o at least one 
vertex from every other Xq (q-# p) for p= 1 . . . .  k. Let if possible ap,, ~X~, be not 
adjacent o any vertex of some Xq (q¢: p). The~ by condition (1) there exists a 
such that aoma~, and ap,,,a,,o are both special edges of G where re:/3, c~ q. Let 
S,a, and S~a be the two special parallel sets containing the special edges a,,~a~, and 
ao,,,a~ respectively. As noted earlier S~b=(aota~,, . . . .  ap,a~o) and S,t = 
(ap,a~y . . . . . .  ap,a,~y.) where l~<x,, y~<n for t ,v= 1 . . . . .  n and x,, =r, y, ,=/3 
Thus apm, a,~v have at least two common special parallel sets S~b, S~a, a contradic- 
tion to condition (3). Hence every vertex of Xp is adjacent o at least one vertex 
from every other X~, q ¢: p, 1 ~< p, q <~ k. Now let if possible a vertex say ap, of X~, 
be adjacent to at least two vertices say a,b. a,a from X, where r~ p. Now we 
consider the following three cases. 
1. Both of aoqa~b and a~qa~a are non-special edges u[ G. Then there exists some 
a ~ b. d such that ar~qa,, is a special edge of G. [;or, if there does not exist any 
such a then by condition (1) there exists some t (p ,  r such that ar, qa,~ and ar~a, ~ 
are special edges of G. But this gives a contradiction to condition (3), as is seen 
earlier. Hence there exists a ¢: b, d such that a~a,~ is a special edge of G. Now 
ama~b is a non-special edge of G, hence by condition (2), a m and a~b have all 
special parallel sets ili common. But also as a~a~ is a special edge of G, by 
condition (3), a m and a,~ have exactly one special parallel set in common. Now 
a,, and a,b have all special parallel sets in common as is proved earlier, This is a 
contradiction. 
2. Both of a~,~a,b and a~a~a re special edges of G. Obviously both of them 
belong to two distinct special parallel sets and thus a m and a~ have at least twe 
common special parallel sets, a contradiction to condition (3). 
3. ama~b is a special edge of (3 and a~a.a is a non-special edge of G. 'Then af~ 
and a~b have exactly one common special parallel set by condition (3) whereas a~ 
and a~a have all special parallel sets in common by condition (2), a contradiction. 
Hence every vertex of X~, is adjacent o exactly one vertex of Xq, q~ p. 1 ~< p, 
q~k. 
Thus G is k-variegated with X~ U" .  t_J Xk as a k-variegation. 
This completes the proof of the Theorem. 
V.N. Bhat-Nayak, S.A. Choudum and R.N. Naik [2] also gave a necessary 
condition for 3-variegation similar to that for 2-variegation given in Theorem 1 
[2]. 
Proposition 1, If a graph G of order 3n is 3-variegated then there exist three 
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rnu~ually disjoint sets S~, S2~ Sa o[ independent edges, called special edges, ~.S,] = 
IS21 = [S3l = n such that if C is a cycle in G that contains n~ + n2 + n:~ special edges, 
np from Sv, p = 1, 2, 3 then either all n~, s are even or all n~, s are odd. 
They gave an example to show that the condition in this prooosition is not 
sufficient. 
\Ve here show that a generalization of this necessary conditio: .... not necessary 
for k-variegated graphs for k~>4. Consider the graph G of order 2k with 
V(G)= I,.J~ X~ as its k-variegation, where Xp =(4-  b~) for O = 1 . . . . .  k. Also let 
(a~ . . . . .  a~)=(b~ . . . . .  bk)= Kk where (v~ . . . . .  t, ,) denotes a subgraph of G in- 
duced by vertices u~ . . . . .  v., and Kk denotes the complete graph o~ k vertices. 
Also let a~b~,a~baeE(G). Then the cycle a~a~a3al of G is of the type 
(1712, n13 . . . .  , n(~-t)k) where n~= n,,3 = nt3 = ! and n~ =0 otherwise. But the 
cycle' a~a2a~a4b,,bsb2b~a~ is of the type (n~ . . . . .  n(~_,~) where n~ := n~:~ = n3~ = 2 
and n~ = 0 otherwise. This pro,~es the result. 
3. A sufficient condition for a graph G of order kn to be k-variegated, k >/3 
Here we give a sufficient conditio~ for a graph to be k-variegated, k ~-3. Also 
we show that this condition is necessary for connected 3-variegated graphs but not 
necessary for k-variegated graphs for k/>4. 
Theorem. If ~n a graph G of order kn, k >- 3, there exists a partition of V(G) into 
equal sets ?~ . . . . .  Xk and if there exist (~) mutually disjoint sets S~, 1 <- p< q <~ k 
each containing n independent edges of G, such that the following holds: every x-y  
path in O which contains nt2 + • • • + n~ + • • • + n(k_l) k edges, npq from S~, 1 <~ p < 
q'-~k, has all n~, s either even or odd if and only if x, yeX, ,  for some m, 
1 <~ m <~ k; then G is k-~ariegated with X~ U • - • UXk as a k-variegation. 
Proof. We first note that an edge joining a vertex of Xp to a vertex of Xq. q:~ p 
must belong to Sob, 1 ~< a < b ~< k. Let if possible apaq ~ E(G) not belong to any S,,b 
where a~, ~ Xp~ aq ~ Xq, q ~ p, 1 <~ a < b ~< k. Now ap, aq is a path containiog no 
edges from any S~b, a contradiction w, q ~ p. Hence every edge joining a vertex of 
X~ to ~. vertex of Xq belongs to sc~me S~b, q~p,  l<<-p, q~k,  l<~a<b~<k. 
Next we note that no edge joining two vertices of Xp beloLgs to any S~b, ~ <~ p, 
a, b <~ k, a < b. Let if possible pq ~ E(G) belong to some S~b where p, q ~ X,, for 
some m. But then the path p, q contains one edge from S,b and no edges from auy 
other S,,~, again a contradiction as p, q ~ Xm. Now we show that X~ U • • • U X'k 
gi'~es a k-variegation of G. 
We first prove that no vertex of Xp can be adjacent o more than one vertex of 
X~, q:/: p. Let if possible ap~Xp be adjacent o aq~, aq2~Xq, q~p. Then as is seen 
before apaq~  S~o, avaq,~ S,,, and S:~ S,m. But then the path aq~, ao, aq2 contains 
one edge each from S~, S,m and no edges from any other S~, a contradiction. 
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Next we prove that every vertex of Xp is adjacent o at least one vertex from 
Xq, q ~ p, l ~</9, q ~ k. Let if possible there exist a vertex a ~ Xp such that a is not 
adjacent o any vertex of Xq, qq:/9. Now as is seen before a can be adjacent o at 
most one vertex from every X,, r~ p, q. Also no edge joining a to some other 
vertex of Xp can belong to any S,,a. Hence there are at mo~' ~ - 2 edges through a 
which belong to some S,~ a, s. Hence total edges belonging to S, o, s, 1 ~ a < t8 ~ k 
are at the most 
(k -2 )+(n-  l ) (k -  l )+ n(k -2 )+n(k -3 )+ • • • + n 
= (k - -2 ) -~k-  1)+ n[ (k -  1)+(k -2)+"  • .+ 1] 
= -1  +½n(k - l)k. 
Also by hypothesis there exist (~) sets S.~ each containing n edges. Hence there 
must exist 
n 2 = n 2 
edges. This is a contradiction. 
Hence every vertex of Xp is adjacent o a unique vertex of X,~, q # p. 
This proves the Theorem. 
Now we prove that this cor~dition is no' necessary for k-variegated graphs. 
k~4,  n>l .  
Consider the following k-variegated graph G with k ~4,  n > 1. 
Let V(G) = (a~i . . . . .  al ,)  U . • . U (ak ~ . . . . .  ak,,) be a k-variegation of G. Also 
let {a~., . . . . .  akp) = K~ for p -- 1 . . . . .  n and aria12, a21a22 be the only other edges 
of G. Then in any k-variegation of G, a~,, a2~ . . . .  ak~ go into distinct sets and so 
also do a~,. a2: . . . . .  ak2. Again a;,,  a~;  ¢121, a22 must go into the same sets 
respectively. Now consider the path al~. a2x, a:, ,  a32, al2. This contains one edge 
each from S~2, S~3, S2s and no edge from any other S,~. This is a contradiction as 
Further we prove that for connected, 3-variegated graphs this condition is 
necessary as well. Before proving this we give yet another necessary and sufficient 
condition for connected 2-variegated graphs. With the help of this we prove the 
required result for 3-variegated graphs which are connected. 
Theorem. A connected graph G of order 2n is 2-variegated if and only if the 
foUowing holds: there exists a partition of V(G) into equal sets Xl, X2 and there 
exists a set S of independent edges of G such that two vertices a, b ~ V( G) belong to 
X v, 1 ~ p ~ 2 if and only if every a-b path of G contains an even numoer of edges 
from S. 
Prooi. Let G be a connected 2-variegated graph with .~l LJ X2 as a k-variegation, 
Let S = {t.w/u~ Xt, v _ X:. t~o ~ E(G)}. Let a, b ~ Xp for some p, 1 ~ p<~2 and O 
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be an a-b path in G. If O contains only two vertices a, b then Q contains no edge 
from S. Also if Q: a = ul . . . . .  u~ = b, q 33  then let t~,, be the first vertex on Q 
after 'a' belonging to Xp. We consider the following two cases. 
Case i .  m = 2. Then subpath tt-u,, of Q contains no edge from S. 
Case 2. m > 2. Obviously both a and u,, cannot be adjacent to the same vertex 
of X u; q # p. Hence u2 # u~_ i and both ua, u,,_ ~ ~ Xq. Then this u2 - u,~ _ ~ subpath 
of Q contains no edge from S and thus the a-u,, subpath of Q contains two 
edges from S, namely, au,_, u,,_ltt,,,. 
Thus in any ease subpath a-u,,, of O centains ~.a even number of edges from S. 
Adding such subpaths to get Q, we see that every a-b path in G contains an even 
number of edges from S. 
Next let a, b ~ V(G) such that every a-b patl-, in G contains an even number of 
edges from S. L,~t a ~ XI. As G is connected t~ere exists a path R f om a tt~ h in 
G. Let R: a = u~ . . . . .  up = b. If p=2 then ab~S and hence be  X t. Otherwise 
p-~ 2. Let u,, be the first vertex on R after a, belonging to X~. If ti~ere does not 
exist any such m then u2 . . . . .  % all belong to X, ano helace R contains just one 
edge u~u2 from S, a contradiction. Hence there exists such m. If n~ = 2 then the 
a-u,, subpath of R co~atains no edge from S. If m >2 then obviously m ~>4 and 
uq e X 2 for every q satisfying 1 <~ q <~ m. Then au~. u,,,_~ L,~ are the oT~ly two edges 
from S, on the subpath a-u,. of R. Thus in any case the a-u,,  ~bpath of R 
contains an even number of edges from S. 
Now let uq be the last vertex on R after a, belonging to X~. Tt.:en as is seen 
above the a-% subpath ~3f R contains an even number of edges from S. If q~ p 
the~ u,, ~ X2 for every, a, q + 1 <~ a ~ p. Thus the % - % subpath c~" R contains just 
one edge u,~u,~ from S. Hence the a-b path R contains an odd nt~r~ber of edges 
from S, a contradiction. Therefore q =p and b ~ X~. 
Cenversely let the condition hold good for a graph G whose order is 2n. We 
show that Xt U X2 gives a 2-variegation of G. 
We first note that if both of a, be  X r then ab~ S. For if so then a, b gives an 
a-b paIh G containing an odd number of edges from S. Also an), edge joining a 
vertex of X~ to that of ,'(2 must belong to S. Now as S contains n independent 
edges, every vertex of .~ is adjacent o exactly one vertex of X2. 
Thus G is 2-variegated. This proves the Theorem. 
Next we prove the foliowing. 
Theorem. If O is a connected 3-variegated graph then there exists a partition of 
V(G) into equal sets X~,X~, X3 and there exist three mutually dis/oint sets 
S~2, S2.a, SL~ such that he following holds: every x -y  path it', G which contains 
nla + n23 + nt3 edges, nm from S~, l<~p<q~<3 has all nr,~, s either even or odd if 
and only if x, y ~ X,, l<~a~3.  
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Prool. Let O be a connected 3-variegated graph with X~ U X-,UX3 as its 3- 
variegation. Let S~, ~- {uv ~z E(G)/u E X~,, V~ X,i, for 1 ~ p < q ~< 3}. We call an x-y 
path of G of the type (nl._, n23, hi3),  if it contains nm edges from Sp,, I ~p<q 
3. 
Now let a, a'~Xp and R: a -  u~ . . . . .  u, = a'  be an a-a' path of G. Let u,. bc 
the first vertex on R after a, belonging to Xp. We now consider three cases. 
Case 1. m = 2. Then an a-l~., subpath of R is of the type (0, 0, 0). 
Case 2. m>2 ond u2, u.,_~Xq, q~p, Obviously if m>2 then m~4 and 
a:.z, u,._iu,. E Sr~. Now consider a u2-u,,,-t subpath of R. As G is 3-variegated 
with X~ U X2 U X~ as a k-variegation, subgraph G' = (X~ U X,), q, r~- p, 1 ~ q, r-<. 3 
is 2-variegated with S,~, as the set of n independent edges. Then as is seen in the 
previous theorem, every u2-u.,__~ path in G'  contains an even number of edges 
from S,I ,. Thus subpath uz-u,,,_~ of R contains an even number of edges from Sq~ 
and hence suboath ~,.-u,. of~ R is of the type (n,q, nq. npr ) where ttp0 = 2, n,r, is 
even and npr = O. 
Case 3, m > 2 and u2 ~ Xq, u,,,_ ~ ~ X, (or u2 ~ X~ and Urn-t ~ .X~). Again consider 
su, bgraph G'= (X, U X,) of G. By the previous theorem, subpath Ua-U,. ~ of R 
conteins an odd nun~ber of edges from S,r. Hence subpath a-.u., of R contain~ 
one edge each from S~, Sp, and an odd number of edges fror ~ S,~. 
Thus summing up, we see that every a-a' path in G is of tile type (ntz, n23, t!13) 
where all n~, s arc either even or odd, nm being the numbe~ : edges on the path 
from S~. 
Conversely let every a-a' path of G be such that it cc~alains either an odd 
number of edges fronl all Sp,~, s or an even number of edges from all of them. Let 
a~Xp. As G is connected there exists an a-a' path R:a= u~ . . . . .  u.,=a'. If 
m =2 then aa'¢S~ for l~<q~<3 and henc'~ a '~ X~. Assume ~,~;~I m>2~ Let u. be 
the last vertex on R after a, belonging to X,. Then an a-u. ~ubpath of R is of the 
type (;-,~,~, n ~. nv,) where all non, s are "~:her even or odd. Now if a-~ m and if 
a = m-1  then u.,_tu,,, ~ S,~ where /3 6 (q, r) avd thus the '3arities of the edges 
frcm S~¢,s, of the path R are different, a contradictions. If a<m- I  then 
u.u~..~S,, where u. .~X,  and t~{q, r}. Th~ls an a-t,,+~ st~bpath of R is of the 
type (no,, n.~, nor) where either no, is odd an~3 n~a, n~,,~ are even or no, is even rind 
n,u, n~ are odd. Also as no uw ~ X~, for a + 1 <~ w <~ m, n0, anc: rip, 1 remain different 
in parity on path R where {t, d} = {q, r}, a contradiction. Hence a'e. X o. 
This proves the Theorem, 
Now we show that he necessary condition given in Proposition 1 [2] follows as 
a corollary from the necessary condition given in the above Theorem. 
Remark. We observe that the fact that G is connected is used in the previous 
theorems only in proving the necessity part of the conditions. 
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Corollary. I f  G is a graph of order 3n that is 3-variegated then there exist three 
mutual ly c~isjoilit sets St,  $2, $3 of independent edges, called special edges, Is , I  = 
Is , I  = Is~l = ~,, such that i f  C is a cycle in G that contains n t + n2+ n 3 special edges, 
n o from Sr~ p = 1,2, 3, then either all n o, S are even or all lip, S are odd. 
Proof. If G is 3-variegated with X~ U X2U,~?3 as a 3-variegation and if St, ~ = 
{uv~E(G! /u~Xp,  veXq,  l~<p<q<~3},  then my the previous theorem every x -y  
path (if any) in G is of the type (nl2, n23, n~3) where all npq. s are odd or  all are 
even if and only if x, y E X,. 
Let C: x = u~ . . . . .  u, = y. x be any cycle of G. If there exists a p, 1 ~ p<~ t ~ I 
such that both up, ur,_ ~ ~ X,~ /or some q, 1 ~ q ~< 3, then by the previous Theorem 
path up, ur_ ~ . . . . .  u~, u,, u,_x . . . . .  up+t is of the type (n~,. li~.3, li~3) where all li, a, 
s are either odd or even. Also as up, up+ ~ ~ X~, udJr,÷ ~ ~ S,a. Thus the Corollary is 
proved. Next assume that no such p exists. Let u, be the last vertex on C, after x. 
belonging to X~ where without loss of general ity we assume that x e X~, y ~ X2. 
Then a<t .  Also let u, be the first vertex after u,. f rom Xa on t.'. l hen  
C= R+R'+R"+ yx where R is the x-u ,  subpath of C, R'  is the u~-u~ subpath 
of C, R" is the u, -y  subpath of C. Here we assume that we are travell ing C from 
vertex of smaller suffix to the vertex of greater suffix. By the previous Theorem R 
and R" are of the types (a, b, c) and (a", b", c") respectively, where a, b, c are of 
the same parity and so are a", b", c". Now consider the subpath R':  u, . . . . . .  u~. By 
our assumption no two consecutive vertices on C belong to the same X,,,, 
1 ~< m ~ 3. Also for every t. u <t< r, u,~ X3. Hence il follows that r = c~ + 1 or 
r : o' -~-2, 
Case I. r = ~ + 1. Then C= R + u,~, u. ~ + R"+ yx. Also u~u..~, yx e St_~. Hence 
C is of the type (a-'- a"+2.  b+b" ,  c +c") where a -~ a"  b+ b", c +c" arc of the 
same parity. 
Case 2. r=~t+2.  Then C=R+u. ,u .+~,u , ,~z+R"+yx,  Also ut~/.|,~l~Si3, 
u,~., ~ u. z ,z S..3 and yx 6 Sj2. Thus C is of the type (a + a" + 1, b + b" + 1, c + c"+ 1 ) 
where a-  a", b + b"o c + c " are of the same parity. 
This proves the Corollary. 
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